
The easy way to a perfect repair

Keeping car bodywork in first class condition is
now easier than ever before!

The Farécla Scratch and Stone Chip Removal
Kit offers the complete solution for car owners
to repair damaged paintwork cost effectively
themselves – eliminating the need for expensive
cosmetic repairs at a bodyshop.

The Farécla Scratch and Stone Chip Removal
Kit removes surface scratches and stone chips
from any colour of car on any type of paint
finish.  No special skills are required.

The contents of the kit are based on the tried
and tested solutions used extensively by trade
professionals.

Each kit contains a full step by step video to
take the user through every type of repair to
achieve the perfect finish.
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Step 1 – Add the paint

Thoroughly clean the surface. Prepare an

applicator stick and apply the paint to the

surface in stages, allowing to dry between each

coat, until the paint sits proud of the surface.

Step 2 – Flatten the surface

Wrap a small piece of abrasive around the

block. Apply a spray of clean water to the

abrasive paper and the surface, and lightly rub

down the painted area until a flat smooth

surface is achieved.

Step 3 – Restore the gloss

Insert the backing plate into the drill, and the

velcro mop to the plate. Apply a small amount

of compound to the mop. Start the drill and

move the foam across the surface in a

sweeping action, applying gentle pressure.

When the abrasive paper marks have gone,

remove any residue with a soft dry cloth.

To remove minor scratches or scuff marks, the
Farécla Scratch Remover can be used by hand. 
Available separately.

Product code RT-FSR-150 Carton Qty = 20

Product code RT-FSSCRKIT Carton Qty = 12 or 6


